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Abstract
Background: Radiotherapy with charged particles at high dose and ultra-high
dose rate (uHDR) is a promising technique to further increase the therapeutic
index of patient treatments. Dose rate is a key quantity to predict the so-called
FLASH effect at uHDR settings. However, recent works introduced varying cal-
culation models to report dose rate, which is susceptible to the delivery method,
scanning path (in active beam delivery) and beam intensity.
Purpose: This work introduces an analytical dose rate calculation engine for
raster scanned charged particle beams that is able to predict dose rate from the
irradiation plan and recorded beam intensity. The importance of standardized
dose rate calculation methods is explored here.
Methods: Dose is obtained with an analytical pencil beam algorithm, using
pre-calculated databases for integrated depth dose distributions and lateral
penumbra. Dose rate is then calculated by combining dose information with
the respective particle fluence (i.e., time information) using three dose-rate-
calculation models (mean, instantaneous, and threshold-based). Dose rate
predictions for all three models are compared to uHDR helium ion beam (145.7
MeV/u, range in water of approximatively 14.6 cm) measurements performed
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2 FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS

at the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy Center (HIT) with a diamond-detector pro-
totype. Three scanning patterns (scanned or snake-like) and four field sizes are
used to investigate the dose rate differences.
Results: Dose rate measurements were in good agreement with in-silico gen-
erated distributions using the here introduced engine. Relative differences in
dose rate were below 10% for varying depths in water, from 2.3 to 14.8 cm,
as well as laterally in a near Bragg peak area. In the entrance channel of the
helium ion beam, dose rates were predicted within 7% on average for vary-
ing irradiated field sizes and scanning patterns. Large differences in absolute
dose rate values were observed for varying calculation methods. For raster-
scanned irradiations, the deviation between mean and threshold-based dose
rate at the investigated point was found to increase with the field size up to 63%
for a 10 mm × 10 mm field, while no significant differences were observed for
snake-like scanning paths.
Conclusions: This work introduces the first dose rate calculation engine bench-
marked to instantaneous dose rate, enabling dose rate predictions for physical
and biophysical experiments. Dose rate is greatly affected by varying particle
fluence, scanning path, and calculation method, highlighting the need for a con-
sensus among the FLASH community on how to calculate and report dose
rate in the future. The here introduced engine could help provide the necessary
details for the analysis of the sparing effect and uHDR conditions.

KEYWORDS
engine, flash, helium ions, radiotherapy, ultra high dose rate

1 INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy as cancer treatment aims to max-
imize the biological effect of radiation to tumor cells
while sparing surrounding healthy tissue. Among the
therapeutic options, charged particle therapy (CPT) can
provide additional normal tissue sparing compared to
conventional photon-based radiation therapy due to its
conformal dose delivery.1 In the last years, the radiation
therapy community has been highly focused on a novel
approach to potentially increase normal tissue sparing
while maintaining a similar tumor control: the FLASH
effect.2,3,4 The FLASH effect has been observed for irra-
diation at high dose per fraction (∼10 Gy) with ultra-high
dose rate (uHDR), that is, uHDR > 40 Gy/s, with either
electrons, photons or heavy charged particle beams.5–9

Mean dose rate (trivially dividing total dose by the total
irradiation time) is a first-order approximation for FLASH
modelling. There are delivery methods using electrons,
photons or charged particles, for example, with pas-
sive scattering, that achieve a relatively homogeneous
dose rate distribution within the irradiation field. How-
ever, CPT with pencil beam scanning delivery results
in complex spatially variant dose delivery time struc-
tures, which limits the validity of the mean dose rate as
a general reference quantity.10,11 To that end, instanta-
neous dose rate was introduced to describe the local
deposition of the dose at one point within the irradia-
tion field during the delivery time. Interplays between the
irradiated spots (irradiation pattern) and time lead to a

complicated instantaneous dose rate delivery over time
for each point within the irradiation field. Thus, for a bet-
ter understanding of the correlation between the dose
rate and the FLASH-sparing effect for CPT with scanned
delivery, the impact of the irradiation pattern on the dose
rate is crucial as well as a consensus on how the dose
rate should be referred to.

Although dose rate (either instantaneous dose rate
or mean dose rate) is a key parameter for the FLASH
effect, dose calculation engines currently used for in-
silico studies do not integrate dose rate for biological
calculation of the FLASH sparing. Usually, a fixed
dose modification factor is assumed to approximate
the FLASH-sparing effect.12,13 Recently, dose calcula-
tion systems were developed that allow for dose rate
optimization by changing primarily the spot pattern of
the delivery field.However, the instantaneous dose rates
from these engines have not been experimentally vali-
dated against measurements.10,11 Furthermore, due to
their general availability mostly protons have been used
for these studies, while the FLASH effect is investigated
for a broad range of ion species.9,14,15 While most of the
FLASH studies are dominated by electron and proton
delivery, first investigations on a sparing effect for uHDR
helium and carbon ions were reported at the Heidelberg
Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT) with raster-scanned
delivery.9,14

This work aims to develop a dose rate engine for
raster scanned uHDR particle therapy adapted from the
independent framework established in-house at HIT: the
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FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS 3

FRoG (Fast dose Recalculation on GPU) engine.16,17

HIT has been at the forefront of bringing helium ions
back to clinical practice, after the shutdown of the
184-Inch synchrocyclotron at LBNL. Compared to pro-
tons, helium ions provide enhanced dose conformity
and higher LET, while showing reduced fragmentation
tail compared to carbon ion beams.18 In 2021, the first
patient was treated with active scanning helium ion
beams at HITx.19 Different approaches for dose rate cal-
culation are compared to each other, using in-silico and
experimental data.

2 METHODS

2.1 Dose and dose rate engine

In this work, the HIT in-house dose engine FRoG
has been adapted, allowing dose rate calculation for
raster scanned particle therapy. In the following, the
two main principles of the calculation engine are
summarized.

2.1.1 Pencil beam algorithm

The dose-calculation engine is based on a pencil beam
algorithm.20 The dose d in a voxel with lateral posi-
tion (x, y) at a certain depth in water z is determined
with

d(x, y, z) =
∑N

i=0
Φ(x̃i − x, ỹi − y, z) ⋅ Ψ(z),

where the sum goes over all N pencil beams at the posi-
tions (x̃i,ỹi).Φ describes the lateral beam expansion and
Ψ refers to the integrated depth dose distribution.

The depth-dependent lateral beam spread parame-
ters and depth dose distributions are taken from Monte
Carlo (MC) derived databases, which have been gener-
ated for the FRoG engine. MC simulations have thereby
been designed to reproduce the HIT facility commis-
sioning and experimental data. Φ is approximated by a
triple-gaussian distribution

Φ (x, y, z) =
3∑

i = 0

wi ⋅
1

2𝜋𝜎2
i, tot (z)

exp

(
−

x2 + y2

2𝜎2
i, tot (z)

)
,

where wi are relative weighting factors and 𝜎i,tot is given
by

𝜎2
i, tot (z) = 𝜎2

init,air + 𝜎2
i,water (z) .

𝜎init,air describes the initial beam shape at the
entrance to the target in air and 𝜎i,water (z) corresponds
to the lateral beam spread in water.16

2.1.2 Implementation of the dose rate
engine

The presented engine is designed to calculate as well
as analyze temporal and spatial variation in dose rate
for experiments at particle therapy facilities. The dose
rate engine requires information on the irradiation setup
(geometry, position and material) as well as the particle
beam plan (particle energy,spot size,spot positions,and
number of particles) as summarized in the left panels of
Figure 1 (Figure 1(I)–(III)). However, for dose rate calcu-
lation, the total particle fluence over the delivery time,
measured by the monitoring chambers within the HIT
beamline is also required. At HIT, high doses are deliv-
ered within a single particle spill to achieve the required
uHDR conditions, whereby the duration of one spill is
in the order of hundred milliseconds.15 A representa-
tive synchrotron spill measured at HIT with a sampling
time of 50 µs is shown in Figure 1-(III). The dose rate
engine provides dose and dose rate calculations for any
point of interest. Therefore, time-dependent lateral dose
and dose rate distributions can be reported as well, as
visualized in Figure 1-(VI).

Various definitions of dose rate in the context of
uHDR pencil beam scanned irradiation are available in
literature. The conservative approach is to report the
mean dose rate, which refers to the ratio of the total
dose divided through the total irradiation time.21,22 As
illustrated in Figure 1-(IV), most of the dose is applied in
a time that is much shorter than the total irradiation time
for raster scanned irradiation. Therefore, recent publica-
tions propose an adjusted time window to characterize
the dose rate for FLASH experiments.15,23 This is why,
in addition to mean dose rate calculations,another dose
rate definition was employed,23 where thresholds are
implemented to identify low dose contributions at the
beginning and end of the irradiation.

Dose rate calculation is started at time t0 when a dose
threshold value of d† is reached, and stopped at time t1
when the accumulated dose exceeds D(r⃗)—d†,whereby
D(r⃗) refers to the total dose at point r⃗ .23 Consequently,
the dose rate ḋ at point r⃗ is defined as:

ḋ
(
r⃗
)
=

D
(
r⃗
)
− 2d†

T
(
r⃗
) ,

where T(r⃗) is the “effective” irradiation time,23 defined as

T
(
r⃗
)
= t1 − t0.

In this work, d† is set to 5% of the total dose. Here-
inafter, dose rate values determined in this manner are
referred to as ḋ5−95 values. Figure 1-(IV) and Figure 1-
(V) visualize the methodology for determining those
values.

To correlate the spatial information of pencil beams
with the corresponding beam intensity over time, the
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4 FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS

F IGURE 1 Graphical visualization of the simulation code architecture. Panel (I)-(III): Input data needed to perform dose and dose rate
calculation; the MC derived database, the particle beam plan, information on the traversed material (geometry information) and information on
the particle fluence (beam intensity). Panel (IV)-(VI): Specific dose rate calculation output (dose rate and cumulative dose as well as 3D dose
rate distributions). The red bars in the cumulative dose and instantaneous (inst.) dose rate plots indicate the “effective” irradiation time where
90% of the total dose is applied. The green bar in the instantaneous dose rate plot refers to the mean dose rate within the effective irradiation
time; the ḋ5−95 value.

F IGURE 2 Graphical visualization of the particle spill-spot
pattern-assignment process. The particle spill is assigned to the spot
pattern in order to correlate the spatial information of the pencil
beams with the corresponding beam intensity over the time.

recorded particle spill is assigned to the spot pat-
tern after acquisition. Figure 2 illustrates the process
in an exemplary manner. For each time frame (in this

work 50 µs), the number of particles delivered in this
time frame and the beam position is known. The here
described pencil beam algorithm can be used to calcu-
late the dose for a specific point within the target.Subse-
quently, the dose per pencil beam is determined by iter-
atively feeding the binned information into the algorithm.
The total dose to the investigated point as a function of
time is determined by cumulatively summing the individ-
ual pencil beam contributions. With this approach, time
information for every pencil beam exists. By combining
dose evolution information with time information from
the particle spill structure the instantaneous dose rate,
that is, the temporal dose rate evolution, is calculated.

2.2 Benchmarking

2.2.1 Experimental setup

The delivery and measurement of dose and dose rate
was performed at HIT, following experimental proce-
dure for instantaneous dose rate acquisition.24 For
each investigated plan, the delivery time structure of
the irradiated spill was recorded by the beam monitor
chamber with a 50 µs time resolution for a helium
ion beam irradiation with an energy of 145.7 MeV/u
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FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS 5

(a) (b) (c)

F IGURE 3 Different scanning patterns. Panel (a): Standard raster scanning pattern. Panel (b): Snake-like scanning pattern starting from the
outside. Panel (c): Snake-like scanning pattern starting from the inside.

(range in water of approximatively 14.6 cm). Dose rate
measurements were performed with diamond prototype
detectors (sensitive volume 1.1 mm in diameter, 1 µm
thick, PTW) coupled with a transconductance amplifier
(DLPCA200-FEMTO) and a digital oscilloscope.24,25

To investigate the performance of the dose rate
engine in-depth along the beam, a 2 cm × 2 cm field
with a 2 mm spot separation in x and y, resulting in 121
individual spots was used. The number of particles was
set to 2.2 × 109, close to the maximum number of par-
ticles deliverable in one spill with helium ions at HIT at
the time of the study. Consequently, the maximum dose
in the Bragg Peak region was about 7.3 Gy for a deliv-
ery time of ∼180 ms.A standard raster-scanned pattern
was used, similar to the pattern displayed in Figure 3a.
Measurements were performed in a water tank with its
entrance window located 10 cm before the isocenter,
with the diamond prototype detector positioned at dif-
ferent water equivalent depths ranging from 2.3 cm to
14.8 cm. Additional lateral measurements for dose rate
assessment were acquired in a near Bragg peak region,
at 14.5 cm in depths. Six positions were investigated
for each direction, from 4.5 to 14.5 mm in X and 3.5 to
13.5 mm in Y, with 2 mm steps.

Furthermore, instantaneous, ḋ5−95 and mean dose
rate differences were investigated for different field sizes
and delivery patterns.Plans using constant spot spacing
(2 mm) with varying square field sizes were used, result-
ing in plans with 16 spots, 25 spots and 36 spots. The
effect of the scanning path was investigated for differ-
ent patterns,as shown in Figure 3,with:a standard raster
scanning pattern, a snake-like scanning pattern starting
from the outside and a snake-like scanning pattern start-
ing from the inside. The total number of particles for the
25 and 16 spots plans was set to 2.6 × 109 ions, and to
1.0 × 109 ions for the 36 spots plans.The beam intensity
was constant for all plans,resulting in total delivery times
of approximatively 160 ms for the 16 and 25 spots plans
and 50 ms for the 36 spots plans.The maximum dose at

the Bragg peak is about 29.4 Gy for the 16 spots plans,
25.8 Gy for the 25 spots plans and 8.3 Gy for the 36
spots plans. Field size measurements were performed
in a RW3 slab (PTW) positioned at the isocenter, with
the measurement point at 2 cm water equivalent.

2.2.2 Analysis

Depth- and lateral dependent dose rate calculations
were performed to benchmark the dose rate engine
against reference measurements. In accordance with
the experimental setup, calculations were done for an
investigated point (diamond detector position) in the
center of the radiation field for each investigated depth
or laterally in the near Bragg peak area.

For all investigated positions, the analytically calcu-
lated instantaneous dose rate was evaluated against the
corresponding experimentally measured data.As a con-
sequence of the scanned beam delivery, several peak
areas can be identified in the dose rate curves. Each
peak corresponds to a local minimum in the distance
between beam position and investigated point. This
means that for a standard raster scanned irradiation
each peak can be assigned to one line in the scanning
pattern.To assess the calculation performance, the ratio
between calculated dose and experimental counterpart
within one peak area, hereinafter referred to as dose
ratio value, was determined for each investigated depth.
The peak areas were identified using thresholds on the
instantaneous dose rate, that is,a peak area starts when
the instantaneous dose rate exceeds a critical value
(threshold) and ends when the instantaneous dose rate
falls below that critical value again. To prevent local
fluctuations in the instantaneous dose rate curves from
being misidentified as peaks, constraints on the time
between successive peaks have been implemented.
Additionally,mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 values were cal-
culated for 13 depths between 2.3 cm and 14.8 cm and
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6 FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS

TABLE 1 Validation of depth-dependency calculations of dose rate with the focus width recorded from the monitoring system.

Dose Ratio
Depth Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4 Peak 5 Peak 6 Peak 7

Entrance region 2.3 cm 0.96 0.92 0.95 0.99 1.15

4.7 cm 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.96 1.08

7.2 cm 1.01 0.96 0.93 0.91 0.99

9.2 cm 1.07 0.96 0.97 0.93 1.00

11.2 cm 1.08 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.91

12.2 cm 1.06 0.98 0.93 0.89 0.92

13.2 cm 1.07 1.01 0.94 0.90 0.90

13.7 cm 1.10 1.00 0.94 0.88 0.88

Bragg peak region 14.2 cm 1.32 1.15 1.01 0.93 0.87 0.85 0.83

14.4 cm 1.23 1.09 1.01 0.94 0.89 0.90 0.90

14.6 cm 1.24 1.11 1.00 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.86

14.7 cm 1.30 1.14 1.00 0.95 0.87 0.86 0.89

14.8 cm 1.21 1.11 1.02 0.95 0.90 0.87 0.82

Note: Dose ratio values for the five highest peaks (entrance region) or seven highest peaks (Bragg peak region) are depicted for all investigated depths.

compared with the corresponding experimental data.
Lateral dose rate profiles were simulated in both X and Y
and evaluated against the measurement data for the 12
investigated points in near Bragg peak region. The dose
rate calculations were performed using the expected
focus width taken from the beam plan and an estimated
focus width based on data from the monitoring system.

For further verification of the calculation performance
under varying particle beam plans and spill structures
dose rates were simulated using the beam plan focus
width for irradiated plans using RW3 plates. Corre-
sponding to the experimental setup, the depth value was
set to 2 cm in the calculations. The impact of varying
numbers of irradiated points and scanning patterns on
the mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 value was investigated
in comparison with experimental data.

The presented simulated dose rates are based on
a 50 µs beam intensity record. Therefore, all exper-
imentally measured dose rates were averaged such
that the time difference between two successive data-
points matches the simulated counterpart.Furthermore,
all instantaneous dose rates are normalized with respect
to the total dose.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Depth- and lateral-dependent
validation

The depth-dependent validation results are shown in
Figure 4, Figure 5 and Table 1. As can be seen from
Figure 4b-(I), the simulated dose rate curve is in good
agreement with experimental data for a representative
depth of 14.2 cm. For the beam plan and scanning pat-

tern used (Figure 4a), eleven dose rate maxima occur.
Each maximum can be assigned to one line in the
scanning pattern (red numbering in Figure 4a). During
dose ratio analysis, a subdivision into corresponding
peak areas was made. The process is visualized for a
depth of 14.2 cm in Figure 4b-(II). Here, for the three
highest peaks in the dose rate curves, the simulation
deviates from the experimental data by less than 13%
with the recorded beam focus width from the monitor-
ing system (about 50% larger than planned). Deviations
of about 20% are found when using the planned beam
width. Table 1 summarizes the dose ratio values for
all investigated depths and peak areas. The mean rel-
ative difference between simulations with beam width
modification and measurements is 5.6% (11.2% without
adapting the beam width) regarding the dose ratio for
the three highest peaks in the dose rate curves for all
depths investigated.

Figure 4c visualizes the mean dose rate and the
ḋ5−95 value for a depth of 14.2 cm. To increase read-
ability, simulated and experimental results are shown
separately. As the dose rate curves are normalized to
the total dose, the mean dose rates are identical for the
upper and lower part of the figure.The analytically calcu-
lated ḋ5−95 value matches the experimental data within
4.8%. It is important to notice that for this experimental
set-up (irradiation pattern and depth) the ḋ5−95 value
is about 54% higher than the mean dose rate. Figure 4d
shows the cumulative dose evolution of the experi-
mental measurement and simulations with/without focus
width adaptations, highlighting the impact of the initial
beam width on the determination of the ḋ5−95 value.

Figure 5 presents experimental and computed ḋ5−95
values in depth and laterally near the Bragg peak. More
specifically, figure 5a-(I) shows the computed ḋ5−95
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FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS 7

F IGURE 4 Depth dependent validation analysis. Panel (a): Visualization of particle beam plan and scanning pattern. The investigated point
within the target is marked with a red cross. Panel (b)-(I): Analytically calculated instantaneous dose rate (with the recorded focus width from the
monitoring system) versus experimentally measured dose rate for a representative depth of 14.2 cm. Panel (b)-(II): Ratio between the integrals
of the measured and simulated dose rates. The horizontal bars represent the integration interval for each peak. Panel (c): Calculated
instantaneous dose rate, displayed for both calculation with the recorded focus width from the monitoring system (upper panel) and
measurement (lower panel), together with the respective mean dose rates and ḋ5−95 values. Panel (d)-(I): Cumulative dose evolution as a
function of the delivery time for the experimental and simulates dose depositions (with and without modified focus width). The 5% and 95%
dose thresholds are depicted with dotted lines. The delivery spill structure for this irradiation can be seen in Panel (d)-(II).

values for all investigated depth values versus the cor-
responding measurement data. The percental deviation
between experiment and calculation ranges between
0.5% and 7.7% as can be seen from Figure 5a-(II).
All measurement points in depth passed a 1D gamma-
index using a criterium of 5% local dose-rate and 1 mm.
Figure 5b-(I) and 5c-(I) show the computed ḋ5−95 val-
ues for all investigated lateral positions in X and Y,versus
the corresponding measurement data. The percental
deviation between experiment and calculation ranges
between −1.3% and 3.8% in X,and between −2.5% and

9.4% in Y.All measurement points laterally (in both X and
Y) passed a 1D gamma-index using a criterium of 5%
local dose-rate and 1 mm.

3.2 Field size and scanning pattern
dependent validation

Figure 6 summarizes the effect of field size and scan-
ning path on the dose rate for measurements and cal-
culations at one point in the irradiation field. Measured
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8 FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS

F IGURE 5 Depth and lateral dependent validation results. Panel (a)-(I): Dose (dashed line), mean dose-rate (red), experimentally
determined ḋ5−95 values (cross) and calculated ḋ5−95 curve (solid line) without and with modified focus width (green and orange), as a
function of depth. Panel (a)-(II): Relative differences between simulated and measured ḋ5−95 values as a function of depth. 10% and 25%
difference are depicted with dotted and dashed lines respectively. Panel (b)-(I): Dose, mean dose-rate, experimentally determined ḋ5−95 values
and calculated ḋ5−95 curve without and with modified focus width, as a function of lateral X position. Panel (b)-(II): Relative differences between
simulated and measured ḋ5−95 values as a function of lateral X position. Panel (c)-(I): Dose, mean dose-rate, experimentally determined
ḋ5−95 values and calculated ḋ5−95 curve without and with modified focus width, as a function of lateral Y position. Panel (c)-(II): Relative
differences between simulated and measured ḋ5−95 values as a function of lateral Y position.

dose rates versus analytically calculated instantaneous
dose rates and respective scanning patterns are shown.
The red cross depicts the measurement point.The mea-
sured beam intensities,used to calculate the dose rates,
are presented underneath the dose rate curves. Addi-
tionally,mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 values are displayed
in the legend. The simulated dose rate curves are in
good agreement with the results from the experimental
measurement. Relative differences in the ḋ5−95 values
between experiment and simulation range between
0.2% for a snake-like scanned irradiation starting from
the inside with 16 beam spots and 29.5% for a standard
raster-scanned irradiation with 36 beam spots.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the dose rate ampli-
tude depends on the number of irradiated points, which
is linked to the target size, for the same total number
of particles. The more irradiated points are considered
in the plan, the lower the mean dose rate and ḋ5−95
value are. Moreover, fluctuations in the beam intensity
are reflected in the dose rate curves, which is especially
noticeable in Figure 6d.

The scanning pattern directly affects the difference
between mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 value at the inves-
tigated point near the target center. For standard raster
scanning patterns, which are axially symmetrical to the
horizontal zero-line, the ḋ5−95 value is significantly
higher than the mean dose rate, which can be seen in
Figure 6a,b,c. For snake-like scanning patterns there is
no significant deviation between the mean dose rate and
the ḋ5−95 values for the point investigated.

For the investigated point, the relative difference
between mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 value was high-
est for standard raster scanning patterns (31% to 63%)
and increases with the field size. For snake style paths
differences around 3% were found.

4 DISCUSSION

The aim of this work was to develop and experimen-
tally verify a tool for rapid calculation and analysis of
dose rates for raster-scanned charged particle beams
in uHDR applications. Comparison of analytically cal-
culated dose rates with experimental data showed that
the developed framework relatively accurately predicts
the instantaneous dose rates. As other established
dose rate calculation engines for pencil beam scanning
proton FLASH experiments are without an extensive
instantaneous dose rate validation,10,11 to the best of
the authors knowledge this work presents the first
experimentally validated dose calculation engine for
uHDR.

The mean percental deviation between measured and
calculated ḋ5−95 values over the evaluated depths
between entrance and Bragg peak region was 3.6%.The
discrepancy varies between 0.5% for a depth value of
9.2 cm (entrance channel) and 7.7% for a depth value of
13.7 cm (Bragg peak region) as displayed in Figure 4d-
(II).All dose rate predictions using the beam focus width
from the monitoring system are in excellent agreement
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FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS 9

F IGURE 6 Field size and scanning pattern dependent validation results. Analytically calculated instantaneous dose rates versus measured
dose rates for different experimental setups are presented. Respective scanning patterns and measured ion chamber currents (ICm Currents)
are shown for each figure, whereby the investigated point within the target is marked with a red cross. Panel (a): Irradiation with 36 beam spots
and standard raster scanning pattern. Panel (b): Irradiation with 25 beam spots and standard raster scanning pattern. Panel (c): Irradiation with
16 beam spots and standard raster scanning pattern. Panel (d): Irradiation with 36 beam spots and out-in-snake-like scanning pattern. Panel (e):
Irradiation with 25 beam spots and out-in-snake-like scanning pattern. Panel (f): Irradiation with 16 beam spots and out-in-snake-like scanning
pattern. Panel (g): Irradiation with 36 beam spots and in-out-snake-like scanning pattern. Panel (h): Irradiation with 25 beam spots and
in-out-snake-like scanning pattern. Panel (i): Irradiation with 16 beam spots and in-out-snake-like scanning pattern.

with the experimental data both in depth and laterally
(1D gamma-index< 1 for a 5% local dose-rate and 1 mm
criterium). In contrast to dose measurements where
standard protocols26 are provided, defining the required
level of agreement between dose estimation accuracy
and dose measurements, for dose rate no such recom-
mendation exists.For carbon ion therapy,biological dose
deviations of up to 20%−30% have been observed in a

recent study, varying the biophysical model to calculate
relative biological effectiveness.27 The FLASH effect is
believed to be a biological response to uHDR depend-
ing in part on the magnitude of the dose rate. To that
end, with respect to the uncertainties in the biophys-
ical models, 10% dose rate estimation error could be
a reasonable threshold, ensuring satisfactory prediction
capability of calculation engines.
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10 FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS

Even though the deviation between measured and
calculated ḋ5−95 values is well within 10% for the sim-
ulations performed without modification of the beam
focus width, the corresponding dose ratios show a
parabular difference. This parabular shape in ratios can
be observed for all depths. The systematic error shapes
suggest systematic potential modeling errors in the cal-
culation engine, that were reduced using the recorded
beam width instead of the initial planned beam width.
Furthermore, analyzing the error shape can provide
additional information,since asymmetric shape can indi-
cate potential mispositioning laterally. That the planned
beam focus size does not describe the experiment
sufficiently might be due to the fact, that the initial
beam width is affected by using uHDR accelerator set-
tings. Therefore, a re-evaluation of the FRoG HIT beam
focus size library is needed for uHDR calculations with
helium ions. Further improvements will be made to tune
𝜎init towards uHDR accelerator settings at HIT (initial
focus size and shape, beam divergency), monitoring
experimentally the variation and stability of the beam
shape. Remaining deviations in Figure 5(b) between the
simulated and measured dose rate can be linked to
remaining uncertainties on the beam widths assessed
from the monitoring system since the measurements are
made more than 100 cm before the isocenter and then
interpolated to the isocenter.

In the field size and scanning pattern study, percental
deviations in dose rate between experiment and sim-
ulation for the ḋ5−95 values were 29.5% (Figure 6a),
10.9% (Figure 6b) and 10.2% (Figure 6c) for a stan-
dard raster scanned irradiation with 36,25,and 16 beam
spots, respectively. For the snake-like scanning patterns
investigated, the relative discrepancies between exper-
imental and calculated ḋ5−95 values were below 3%
(Figure 6d–i). Although most of the investigated config-
urations show excellent agreement between simulation
and measurement, the discrepancy for the standard
raster scanned irradiation with 36 beam spots required
further analysis. Similar to the depth dependency study,
a systematic change in the beam focus size could
explain these results. To that end, the focus width was
varied to assess its impact on the simulated dose
rate. Recalculation with an increase in 𝜎init,air by 20%
led to a decrease in the calculated ḋ5−95 value of
11.2 Gy/s. Therefore, one can assume that the devi-
ation between simulation and measurement for the
standard raster scanned irradiation with 36 beam spots
is due to an insufficient characterization of the beam
focus size. Currently, 𝜎init at the isocenter cannot be
expected from beam plan and stable defined beam
shape might not be ensured with uHDR accelerator
settings.

Dose optimization in clinical routine becomes more
demanding. In addition to complex optimization func-
tions, balancing dose to organs at risk with target

coverage, plan robustness and for heavy ion ther-
apy biological effectiveness consideration are prevalent.
Another layer of complexity could be added by new
endpoints such as linear energy transfer and the here
investigated dose rate. Dose rate has been proven
to play an important role in biological effectiveness
in radiation therapy but is hard to model due to its
4D nature.2,22,28 Regardless of its importance for the
FLASH effect, currently used clinical treatment planning
systems do not yet use optimization objective functions
on dose rate.12,13 Recent pre-clinical studies addressed
dose rate-oriented optimization as a future perspective
for FLASH radiotherapy treatment planning.29–33 Dose
rate assessment, depending on the planning strategy
(using, e.g., FLASH shoot-trough delivery, FLASH only
on the distal energy layer or with beam modifiers) is
important in depth and laterally both in the entrance
region and in the distal end of the beam.

According to recent publications about uHDR spar-
ing, the mean dose rate may not be the most rele-
vant parameter in the FLASH effect for pencil beam
scanning.15,23,29 As mean dose rate could be influenced
by beam pauses or low dose contributions,also the tem-
poral evolution of the dose rate should be considered in
the context of FLASH experiments. Therefore, here, a
dose rate definition described in previous works, that is,
ḋ5−95 values were investigated.23

It was shown that the ḋ5−95 values are significantly
higher than the mean dose rates for particle beam plans
with a standard raster scanning pattern, as low dose
contributions at the beginning and end of the irradiation
time result in reduced average dose rates.For the analyt-
ically calculated dataset, shown in Figure 5, the average
ratio between mean dose rate and ḋ5−95 value is 1.57.
The absolute deviation varied between 6.8 Gy/s for a
mean dose rate of 11.0 Gy/s at a depth value of 4.7 cm
and 23.1 Gy/s for a mean dose rate of 42.1 Gy/s at a
depth value of 14.6 cm. This highlights the importance
and need of accurate dose rate definition and report-
ing in biological experiments. In addition, the provided
comparison between the cumulative dose evolution with
and without beam focus adaptation highlight the impact
on the beam model on the determination of the ḋ5−95.
Due to the scanning nature of the delivery, the threshold
values can have a large impact on the ḋ5−95 if close
to plateau region in the cumulative dose evolution. Fur-
thermore, the impact will be different depending the field
pattern or the lateral position.

In the experimental verification with helium ion beams
the number of irradiated points varied between 16 and
36. The relative difference between mean dose rate
and ḋ5−95 value was found to increase with the num-
ber of irradiated points. This is due to the fact that
the number of irradiated points is linked directly to
the target size for the verification measurements per-
formed. As the average lateral distance between the
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FROG FOR RASTER SCANNED FLASH HE IONS 11

investigated point and the beam position decreases with
the target size, a reduced number of irradiated points
results in a broadening of the instantaneous dose rate
curve. For raster-scanned irradiations with 36, 25 and
16 spots plans the simulated ḋ5−95 values exceed the
mean dose rate by 63%, 37% and 31%, respectively.
For the snake-like scanning pattern there was no sig-
nificant difference between the mean dose rate and
ḋ5−95 value for both experiment and calculation, as
high dose rate contributions occur in the beginning and
end of the irradiation, making the impact of the uncer-
tainties on the beam width model less significant. In
general, to uniformize pre-clinical biological experiments
in FLASH radiotherapy with raster-scanned charged
particle beams, standardized and/or reported scanning
patterns are needed for reproducibility of biological
experiments and further modelling.

In this work we have focused on the experimental
verification of the dose rate calculation framework by
2D field irradiations for a monoenergetic layer with-
out beam modifiers. In a similar fashion to current
commissioning and quality assurance procedures,dose-
rate measurements of 2D or 3D irradiations could be
either performed by a single detector, a block of sev-
eral detectors or a 2D array detector depending on the
availability of such detectors in the market. Neverthe-
less, with the current framework of uHDR using either
transmission or ridge filter, 33the proposed approach
using a single measurement detector could be applied to
validate the clinical dose engine. The proposed experi-
mental validation along the beam axis and laterally in
the high-dose region is a first step towards a more
thorough treatment planning system dose-rate engine
validation.

The beam intensity for uHDR irradiation at the HIT
facility can fluctuate significantly within one single spill
for planned particle fluences and total numbers of parti-
cles close to the achievable maximum,as can be seen in
the lower part of Figure 6d. This is common for clinical
synchrotron accelerators, that are operated in FLASH
extraction mode at the limit of the number of the parti-
cles that can be injected within the synchrotron.15 Since
the particle spill structure is used as a starting point for
the simulation,any fluctuations in the beam intensity can
have a strong impact on the dose rate. This, in addition
to the effects of the scanning pattern chosen, can lead
to large differences between different dose rate defi-
nitions. A consensus on how the dose rate should be
addressed, presented and shared among institutions is
direly needed for a better understanding of in-vitro and
in-vivo experiments. The presented dose rate engine
could be an excellent tool to study the robustness of
planned dose rates to beam intensity variations or the
impact of the particle spill substructure on cell survival.
Furthermore, because of its versatility, this engine could
also be deployed to any particle therapy facility using
active scanned beams.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a calculation engine for raster scanned
helium beam FLASH applications was developed and
compared to experimental data. The presented frame-
work provides instantaneous dose rate and cumulative
dose predictions as well as 4D dose and dose rate
calculations. Comparison of simulated dose rates with
experimental data showed relatively good agreement
using helium ion beams in uHDR mode. Further exten-
sions and benchmarks are foreseen, allowing sound
dose rate calculations for proton and carbon ion beams.
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